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ABSTRACT

availability of commodity wearable sensing platforms renders data
collection straightforward, obtaining the required ground truth annotation remains a challenge resulting in small datasets for model
training and evaluation, typically covering only few activities and
participants. Small annotated datasets limit the complexity of analysis models and thus the capabilities of activity recognition systems.
Previous work has shown that unlabeled sensor data can effectively be used for deriving feature representations [2, 12, 27] that
then can be integrated into activity recognition chains [3, 28]. We
follow this general approach of utilizing unlabelled sensor data for
pre-training (components of) human activity recognition systems.
The pre-training procedure is adopted from related domains of
sequential data analysis, such as natural language processing or
automated speech recognition. Frames of unlabeled sensor data are
perturbed by randomly masking out portions of the sensor readings,
and the model is trained to reconstruct only the masked portions.
Previous work in non-HAR domains has shown that such training
procedures effectively allow to learn temporal context, which is
beneficial for time-series analysis. We exploit this idea to learn
effective sensor data representations from unlabeled samples that
form the basis for subsequent, supervised model training on small
datasets from the particular target domains.
In order to perform the self-supervised pre-training, we employ a
(variant of the) BERT model [5], which utilizes masking to perform
bidirectional encoding using Transformer encoders [34]. As sensory data contain continuous values, we replace all sensory data at
randomly chosen time steps with zeros (in contrast to BERT, which
replaces some tokens with a specific mask token). Subsequently,
we utilize mean squared error loss to reconstruct the masked data.
This is similar to Wang et al. [36], where the network is trained to
regress to the missing log mel energy values given an spectrogram
with ‘missing’ (or masked) regions, in order to improve ASR performance via unsupervised pre-training. The pre-trained weights are
then utilized for feature extraction and transfer learning, each of
which is integrated into a conventional activity recognition chain
for sensor-based HAR [3]. In summary, our contributions are:
• We introduce masked reconstruction to human activity recognition as a viable self-supervised pre-training objective.
• We apply the Transformer encoder architecture to continuous data from body worn sensors.
• On three out of four benchmark datasets, we show comparable if not better performance over both unsupervised
learning and end-to-end training.
• On two out of four benchmark datasets, we observe improved recognition performance over end-to-end training
when there is limited availability of labeled samples.

The ubiquitous availability of wearable sensing devices has rendered large scale collection of movement data a straightforward
endeavor. Yet, annotation of these data remains a challenge and
as such, publicly available datasets for human activity recognition
(HAR) are typically limited in size as well as in variability, which
constrains HAR model training and effectiveness. We introduce
masked reconstruction as a viable self-supervised pre-training objective for human activity recognition and explore its effectiveness
in comparison to state-of-the-art unsupervised learning techniques.
In scenarios with small labeled datasets, the pre-training results in
improvements over end-to-end learning on two of the four benchmark datasets. This is promising because the pre-training objective
can be integrated "as is" into state-of-the-art recognition pipelines
to effectively facilitate improved model robustness, and thus, ultimately, leading to better recognition performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Machine learning models for sensor-based human activity recognition (HAR) generally rely upon the availability of annotated datasets
that are used for supervised training [3]. While the ubiquitous
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Our work is focused on deriving effective data representations to
be used as part of the standard activity recognition chain (ARC) [3].
In what follows we summarize the related work for this field.
Feature extraction for HAR. Features play a crucial role in ARCbased human activity recognition. The state-of-the-art covers both
engineered and learned data representations. For the former, typically heuristics are employed to extract time-domain features, such
as statistical moments, or spectral representations [8]. Other approaches include utilizing classic dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA [27] and distribution-based approaches [11].
Feature learning involves extracting representations by optimizing objective functions on raw sensor data, either supervised or
unsupervised. Unsupervised methods have used Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [27], and recently Haresamudram et al.[12]
showed that feature learning with autoencoders in an ARC often outperforms end-to-end modeling. Ghods et al.[9] learned embeddings for activities of daily living (ADL) using a sequence-tosequence model.
Self-supervision. Self-supervision utilizes domain expertise to
design a prediction task—the "pretext" task—that generates supervisory signals related to the downstream recognition task, which
is then used for targeted representation learning. For example, in
computer vision, inpainting [25], predicting image rotations [10],
colorization [15], temporal order verification [20], or odd sequence
detection [7] are used as pretext tasks. In NLP, representations are
learned in form of word and sentence vectors that have been computed using contextual feature embeddings such as Word2vec [19],
GloVe [26] and more recently, BERT [5].
Self-supervision for representation learning in HAR has so far
utilized multi-task setups to pre-train encoder weights. For example,
in [30] eight data transformation techniques were defined and a
network was trained to predict whether each transformation has
been applied or not (i.e., multi-task setting). The encoder is common
to all tasks while each task has its own specific fully connected
layers. This work utilizes only accelerometer signals, while our
work is generic w.r.t. modalities and thus has broad applicability.
In other domains, similar approaches have been introduced. For
example, Wang et al.[36] target automated speech recognition (ASR).
They use bidirectional recurrent networks and randomly perform
masking on groups of timesteps as well as frequencies on log mel
filterbank energies to formulate the pretext task. In contrast, our
approach randomly masks out specific number of single timesteps,
while not masking any sensors completely across time-steps. Other
works like Schneider et al.[31] learn convolutional representations
to improve the ASR performance with smaller labelled datasets.
Transformers for time series data. Recently, Transformer networks [34] have been introduced for processing sequential information, and have been primarily applied in natural language processing. They model sequential information by solely employing
self-attention mechanisms and dispense entirely with recurrence
and convolutions, therefore making the networks more parallelizable and requiring significantly less time to train [34]. Their ability
to model long sequences has been leveraged in time series forecasting [16]. Transformer encoders have been utilized to classify
activities in HAR [17], yet their main application is still elsewhere
(e.g., in ASR [6, 21], and generic time-series forecasting [16, 32, 37]).

PRE-TRAINING FOR HAR

In this paper, we utilize masking of sensory data at random timesteps
as a pre-training objective. The encoder is then forced to reconstruct
the masked out sensor readings, thereby processing the sequences
both from left to right and the other way around. We leverage the
idea that such bidirectional encoding incorporates temporal context, and is beneficial towards learning representations for time
series data. In what follows, we first detail the pretext task, followed by the explanation of the model architecture for the encoder.
Finally we also describe the classification backend that is utilized
to compute the performance of the proposed approach.

3.1

Self-Supervision Pipeline

Figure 1 details the self-supervision pipeline. It consists of two steps:
(i) pre-training, where we utilize the unlabeled data to learn the
encoder weights via self-supervision; (ii) fine-tuning, where we
subsequently use the learned encoder weights for feature extraction
as part of the activity recognition chain (ARC) [3]. The performance
of the representations is evaluated using an MLP classifier.

3.2

"Pretext" Task

Representation learning is based on analyzing frames that contain
T consecutive N -dimensional sensor readings extracted using a
standard sliding window procedure. Similar to BERT, we randomly
pick x% of the samples in a frame to be masked out. In our case, we
set the values across all sensors for each randomly chosen timestep
to zero. The goal is to force the model to reconstruct the masked
out parts and thus, to learn temporal patterns from context, which
makes for a rich representation that is derived directly from data. In
our study, we randomly choose 10% of the samples in every frame
for masking.
Our pre-training approach is detailed in Figure 1. Each input
frame F is perturbed by a binary mask M (same dimensions as F ).
This perturbed input is passed through the Encoder д consisting
of Transformer encoder and embedding layers to obtain representations at each timestep. Max pooling is then applied to the representations in order to obtain the feature vector for the entire frame.
Following the encoding, a set of fully connected (FC) layers h is used
to match the dimensions of the input. Mean squared error (MSE)
loss is computed between the input frame and the reconstructed
input only on the masked portion (similar to BERT [5]). This is
in contrast to denoising autoencoders, where the entire perturbed
frame is reconstructed [35]. Similar to [36], the reconstruction loss
used to update network parameters is defined as:
L(F, M; д, h) = ||(1 − M) ⊙ [X − h(д(M ⊙ X ))]||F2 r o
where ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication.
While the masking allows us to obtain bidirectional representations, it creates a mismatch between pre-training and fine-tuning
[5]. Thus, we utilize the strategy detailed in [5] as follows: for the
i t h timestep chosen, we replace the sensory data with: a) zeros 80%
of the time; b) the unchanged sensory data 10% of the time; and c)
data from a random time-step within the frame 10% of the time.

3.3

Encoder Architecture

We detail the Encoder architecture in Figure 2. In this paper, we
utilize a multi-layer Transformer encoder based on [34] as the encoder for the pre-training. The input sensory data is transformed
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Figure 2: Encoder architecture.

to embeddings of 128 dimensions by utilizing 1D convolutions. As
in Russwurm et al. [29], we also utilize LayerNorms throughout.
The Transformer encoder contains no convolutions nor recurrence,
and thus cannot make use of the temporal order of data. In order
to inject positional information about the sequence of sensor readings, we use sinusoidal position embeddings [34]. The positional
embeddings are designed to have the same dimensions as the input
embeddings (128), and the two are summed before being input to
the Transformer encoder.

3.4

i0

[34] with a warmup of 4, 000 steps and trained for 150 epochs. The
feedforward dimensions for the Transformer encoder were set to
2, 048 and dropout [33] was applied with p = 0.1. We tuned the number of heads and layers for each dataset. Fine-tuning was performed
for 150 epochs with cross entropy loss. We utilized
the Adam

 [14]
optimizer and tuned over the learning rates ∈ 10−3, 10−5 and L2


regularization ∈ 10−2, 10−4 . The learning rate was decayed by a
factor of 0.8 every 25 epochs.

4.2

Fully-Connected Layers and Recognizer

Baseline Recognition Experiment

Table 1: Recognition performance (test mean F1) of proposed approach compared to state-of-the-art unsupervised
learning (‡), and to supervised learning (*), i.e., DeepConvLSTM (for reference). Results for [30] comparable to original
publication, yet not identical due to original implementation not being released, and details being omitted in [30].

We use similar network architectures for the FC layers and the recognition backend. The first two layers have 256 and 128 units. For
pre-training, the final layer matches the input dimensions whereas
for fine-tuning, the last layer performs the softmax operation used
for classification. We also apply ReLU activation [22], batch normalization [13] and dropout [33] with p = 0.2 between the layers.

DeepConvLSTM∗ [23]
Transformer classifier∗

Mobi
-act
82.40
80.96

Motion
-sense
85.15
83.30

USC
-HAD
44.83
43.84

UCI
-HAR
82.83
82.61

Multi-task self sup.‡ [30]
CAE‡ [12]

75.41
79.58

83.30
82.50

45.37
48.82

80.20
80.26

Proposed‡

76.81

88.02

49.31

81.89

Method

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Setup
Our experiments were based on four benchmark datasets (accelerometer plus gyroscope): Mobiactv2 [4], Motionsense [18], USC-HAD
[38], and UCI-HAR [1]. The datasets cover locomotion activities
such as walking, jogging, and standing. Mobiact, Motionsense and
UCI-HAR were chosen since they were evaluated in Multi-task
self-supervision [30] (which is one of our baselines), and contain
data from both accelerometer and gyroscope. USC-HAD was also
utilized since it comprises of similar activities and contains recordings from both sensors. This allows for transfer learning between
the datasets as the number of dimensions is the same. For all but
the USC-HAD dataset, we utilized the protocol from [30], where
20% of the participants were randomly chosen as test set. Out of the
remaining participants, 20% were chosen randomly as validation set,
and the rest was used for training. For USC-HAD, we followed the
protocol from [12] with data from participants 1 − 10 for training,
from participants 11 and 12 for validation, and from participants 13
and 14 for testing. The data were downsampled to 33Hz. We used
sliding window segmentation to obtain frames of 1s length with
50% overlap between subsequent windows.
We implemented the proposed method and related baselines
using PyTorch [24]. For pre-training, we used the Noam optimizer

In this experiment, we evaluated the effectiveness of the selfsupervision pretext task for representation learning. Once the pretext task was trained, the encoder weights were transferred to a
randomly initialized activity recognition network for fine-tuning
(see Figure 1). The learned weights were frozen, and cross entropy
loss was utilized to update the weights of the classifier layers.
We compared our approach to state-of-the-art unsupervised
learning techniques, i.e., convolutional autoencoders (CAE) [12]
and multi-task self-supervision [30], and, for reference only given
that the main focus of this paper is on unsupervised approaches,
to supervised learning pipelines (DeepConvLSTM [23] and Transformer classifier). We used the CAE architecture from [12], with
a bottleneck size of 128 dimensions, in order to match the output dimensions of the Transformer encoder. CAE representations
were evaluated with the same classifier network as in the proposed
technique. Our implementation of multi-task self-supervision [30]
varies as we pre-process the data to a lower sampling rate.
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Table 2: Transfer learning performance (Test mean F1-score)
of the proposed approach against unsupervised learning (‡)
and supervised learning (*) baselines.
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UCI-HAR

0.40

0.8

USC
-HAD
25.57
47.34

UCI
-HAR
73.68
81.24

Multi-task self sup.‡ [30]
CAE‡ [12]

79.30
84.97

31.35
51.66

73.89
84.15

Proposed‡

79.86

46.19

81.37

the Mobiact dataset, we observe improvements over DeepConvLSTM even when just one labeled sample per class is available. For
UCI-HAR however, the boost in performance seen when there are
atleast 5 labeled samples per class. The proposed approach requires
25 samples or more per class to obtain performance comparable
to DeepConvLSTM on USC-HAD, while at 100 samples per class,
we observe modest improvement. Although the proposed approach
does not outperform on Motionsense, we observe that the learned
weights (even when frozen) can perform well in limited annotated
data settings.

0.35
Test set mean F1-score
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Transformer classifier∗
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Figure 3: Results for fine-tuning with limited labeled data.

4.4

Thus, we utilize a kernel size of 5 across all three convolutional
layers in the encoder. Further, the Transformer classifier utilizes
the same network architecture used for fine-tuning, albeit it is
initialized randomly and all weights (including the encoder) are
trained end-to-end. Results are tabulated in Table 1.
Relative to the CAE, we see improvements in performance on Motionsense, USC-HAD and UCI-HAR. While the CAE has around 7M
parameters, our proposed approach only has ∼ 1.5M parameters,
which is approximately 20% of the autoencoders parameters. Even
under such mismatched conditions, the proposed method outperforms the CAE. Our proposed method also consistently outperforms
the multi-task self-supervision approach on all the datasets. Furthermore, the proposed approach performs comparably to end-to-end
learning with DeepConvLSTM, outperforming it by approx. 4.5%
on USC-HAD and by ∼ 3% on Motionsense. We see stronger performance against the Transformer classifier trained in a supervised
manner. In contrast to the proposed approach (which has frozen
encoder weights), the Transformer classifier updates the weights
on all layers. The positive impact of the learned weights can clearly
be seen as the proposed approach outperforms the Transformer
classifier, while utilizing a fraction of the learnable parameters.

Here we evaluated the performance of the proposed approach for
transfer learning. We begin with pre-training using Mobiact as
it contains the largest number of participants. Subsequently, the
frozen learned weights were used for fine-tuning the classifier on
the remaining datasets. Similarly, for both DeepConvLSTM and
the Transformer classifier, the encoder was kept frozen and the
classifier network was optimized on the target datasets.
Table 2 compares the performance of the proposed approach to
other unsupervised approaches (and, again for reference, to a supervised approach, DeepConvLSTM and a Transformer classifier). We
note that the CAE significantly outperforms the supervised transfer learning approaches. Similarly, the proposed approach shows
improved performance over using DeepConvLSTM for transfer.
We observe comparable performance to using the Transformer
classifier. Note that the unsupervised approaches perform better
at transfer learning. This validates our hypothesis that utilizing a
large unlabeled body of data improves downstream performance.

4.3

5

Transfer Learning

CONCLUSION

We have introduced masked reconstruction as a viable self-supervised pre-training objective for application to human activity recognition pipelines. On three out of four benchmark datasets, we
demonstrated improved performance over state-of-the-art unsupervised learning approaches including convolutional autoencoders.
On two out of four benchmark datasets, we demonstrated improvements when finetuning on limited labelled data. This result is of
particular practical importance as it allows us to effectively utilize
unlabeled data. Collecting large amounts of data using wearables
is straightforward, yet annotating these is often very challenging.
We explored how to alleviate the reliance on large-scale labeled
datasets.

Fine-Tuning on Small Annotated Datasets

Next, we considered the main target scenario for our work, where
limited numbers of annotated samples are available for fine-tuning,
yet a large unlabeled dataset is available for pre-training. This
scenario is particularly important as data collection is typically
straightforward whereas annotation is often challenging.
For each dataset, we utilized the entire training set (without
labels) for pre-training. Subsequently, we randomly sampled x labeled samples per class where x ∈ [1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100] for finetuning. We performed five runs and plotted the test mean F1-score
in Figure 3. The effectiveness of the learned encoder weights is compared to DeepConvLSTM. As before, DeepConvLSTM was trained
end-to-end, while the learned encoder weights were frozen. On
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